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"MAKE A CHILD SMILE AGAIN!"
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JACOB'S DREAM
Dear Fr. General Jacob,  

If this is your dream, it is fulfilled! 

From around the world, we wish you the 

happiest 38th Priestly Ordination Anniversary! 

May the love of Christ impel you always!  

We Are A Mission! 

- Your Flock

India
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38 Years A Priest! 

When we celebrate the birth of Jesus, we celebrate the birth of 

the Son of God who humbled himself to become one of us. By 

becoming the poorest of the poor, he identified with the 

millions of defenseless children all over the world, who are 

forced to share his destiny. The pain becomes all the more 

acute when the conditions of these kids are contrasted with the 

superfluous, consumeristic celebration of Christmas in other 

parts of the world. 

 

I can never forget a scene of hundreds of Bolivian children 

gathering on Christmas day just to receive a couple of biscuits 

distributed by the Franciscan Friars! 

 

When a child smiles, God smiles. When a child cries, God 

will certainly cry. Kids everywhere manifest the beauty and 

love of God. Their faces mirror the face of God! Hence let 

us be careful not to scandalize or harm them. Remaining 

indifferent to their plight can also be equally unpardonable. 

“Make a child smile again” – a noble mission! 

 

 

  

Jesus undertook his mission when the Spirit descended upon him by Baptism in the Jordan; a grace by which he 

proclaimed in the Synagogue of Nazareth, saying “The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he has anointed me to 

preach good news to the poor” (Lk 4:18). Pope Francis has said that this beautiful proclamation is “Jesus’ identity card… 

he presents himself Synagogue of his village as the Anointed One, the One who was anointed by the Holy Spirit.” Over 

38 years, what is your priestly identity card? 

An Interview by Julianne Calzonetti for Fr. Jacob's Priestly Ordination Anniversary 

Though I am totally unworthy to make a mission statement as Jesus did, a caption that has resonated in my heart since 

my Christmas visits to the Democratic Republic of Congo in 2016 and 2017 is:

“Make a child smile again!"

India
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In this sense, Pope Francis is right: joy, or holy cheerfulness- as St. Vincent Pallotti would call it- is the authentic 

mark of a person rooted in God; of a holy person. One can remain positive and joyful only when he has transcended 

the barriers of a self-centered existence. It is the sign of a self-transcendence rooted in theocentric love. Self-sacrifice, 

gratuitousness, service, joy, peace etc., are qualities associated with holiness in everyday life. 

 

  

 

 

The vocation of a priest is likewise a vocation of sanctity; what does sanctity look like to you? How do you pursue 

holiness so that it may be as sacred as when the sun begins to rise; always welcoming a new dawn, a new day, a new 

beginning, upon your flock?  

All are called to holiness of life, as Pope Francis tries to show through his Apostolic Exhortation “Gaudete et 

Exsultate”. The Christian vocation is, in essence, to be holy as our Heavenly Father is holy. Holiness is the perfection 

of charity. Since God is love, the one who abides in God, abides in love. The authentic mark of love is self-giving 

and self-donating; it is to offer oneself freely and joyfully. Such gratuitous self-giving involves sacrifice, self- 

renunciation, self-transcendence, and even death to our own natural egoistic, self-preserving tendencies. 

This is the meaning of being rooted in God, of being Spirit-filled. When such a self-offering is out of one’s free-will, 

the result is to experience the gifts of the Holy Spirit, especially peace and joy.  

India

Mozambique
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If we can speak of a vocation within a vocation, that would be my case; to accompany persons both spiritually and 

psychologically, leading them to find greater inner harmony and peace. I have realized over the years that our inner 

state will determine very much the way we relate to God, others, ourselves, and even the way we perceive and 

evaluate external realities. So, unless we arrive in this most essential equilibrium of inner-self, we will never be a person 

of peace. For what happens deep within us will reverberate across the Universe in some way or another. Hence, working 

on the periphery of our own inner self is a most important mission not to be forgotten. 

God calling you to the priesthood 38 years ago was a most special declaration of love. How did you respond to this 

love by means of your mission?  

Let me say right at the outset that I haven’t done anything extraordinary to respond to God’s infinite love, which called 

me to the great vocation of a Pallottine priest. I wish to give two examples of a possible response to that love of God 

in my life. 

Tanzania

India
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Much of my pastoral work was in the field of the formation of our seminarians. Though professionally trained in this 

sphere of accompanying human beings, I have realized that what matters most is a relationship marked by love and 

respect for one another. As Isaiah 43:4 says, “…you are precious and honored in my sight”. 

 

This is the meaning of loving a person. Making the other person feel that he or she is precious and honorable leads to 

greater self-acceptance and the maturation of loving oneself. It is only such a mature self-esteem that enables the 

person to let go and empty himself in the life of service for Our Lord. Indeed, the capacity to lose oneself joyfully and 

freely must be seen as the sign of genuine spiritual and human maturity. When we have formators who 

accompany those in this way, we are truly blessed. I have loved and cared for seminarians and persons who sought 

accompaniment. What a tender joy seeing them flourish as their Heavenly Father wished it! 

Nigeria

India
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Having much wealth or the best living conditions do not ensure inner joy or a fulfilling life; many times, such comfort can 

distract us from God, as the concerns of money- if kept only for ourselves and not helping the least of our brethren, cover 

the face of God. Happiness lies with simplicity, and more correctly a life of poverty freely chosen. 

 

These experiences aid us in understanding the mystery of incarnation and the logic of the Cross. The Son of God made 

himself poor and obedient unto death. We will never be called to a sacrifice as great as this. It is only the fidelity to a 

radical living of the Gospel- not only words or desires- but in reality that can be the source of life and lasting happiness.  

Jesus asks us, “who do you say that I am?” As a holy priest, you are the same answer, as you are the “alter-Christus;” a 

divine role plunged in the very center of humanity! In a very blessed way- due to your travels as Rector General- you 

have witnessed society’s deep wounds; both from the poorest peripheries, to wealthy, secularized nations. How do you 

imitate Jesus in your response? What advice can you give us, so that we, too, may think of Jesus before performing any 

action?  

The plight of the poor, the less privileged, and the downtrodden touch me most profoundly. I have seen women 

in Congo DR carrying an infant on their backs, along with 50 kilos of firewood on their heads. I have placed a wreath 

at the Genocide Memorial in Kigali, Rwanda, where approximately 250,000 victims are buried. I have felt the smell of 

death at Auschwitz, where some of our own confreres gave their lives so that others may live. The examples are too 

many to recount.  

Tanzania

India
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.  

The genuine choice of the existential poverty of our mortal nature will enable us to get rid of all symbols and illusions of 

immortality that we may create for ourselves. Jesus is not just a mythological, theological or philosophical creation. He 

is the one who roamed the face of the earth like anyone of us. Meet him in the people around you. 

 Do not wait for tomorrow, but today. That is the message! 

At the Presentation of the Lord, it was the elderly Simeon and Anna that spoke, not the young Mary and Joseph! The 

new parents listened, and learned about their roots. Pope Francis has said that if “the young people are to open the 

door, it is the elderly that have the keys.” 

What is the key, Fr. Jacob, that you would give to all young people? 

Find the young missionary heart that Jesus has placed inside of you!

I have met many young people from the so-called developed world, who go as volunteers to far away countries and 

become involved in diverse acts of charities. I have found that almost everyone is filled with only a happiness God can 

give as they experience the periphery.  

Nigeria
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The problem with the youth of materially rich countries is that 

they can go through a certain existential frustration and 

anxiety, as most of their physical needs are met. 

 

Simultaneously, however, the psychological and spiritual needs 

for a pure, genuine love and purposeful living are abound in 

them. 

 

In the youth of the developing countries, moreover, the basic 

and physical needs are often not met, sometimes in addition 

to the many psychological or even spiritual needs.  

 

 
In either case, all seek happiness, 

fulfillment, and a meaningful life. That is 

all we want. All human beings have the 

right for a decent life, let us not remain 

indifferent to the wretchedness and 

deplorable conditions in which our 

fellow human beings live. The  salvation 

that Jesus promised is to give his 

fullness of life to all.  

Allow our young people to be challenged; expose them to the frontiers; let them build up a better world 

together. Break the barriers of prejudices and illusions; get rid of the myth of the superior and the inferior. The 

keys to happiness are a life marked by simplicity, spirit of sacrifice and the sense of mission, striving for a noble cause. 

 

“I am a mission,” says Pope Francis. So go, young friends, the Church is with you, and it expects great things of 

the goodness that lies inside of you! For their caregivers and mentors leading them to life’s fulfillment, send them. If 

you pour too much water for a plant, it can die. Give in drops. Leave a bit of thirst in them. Let them experience the joy 

of being simple and poor! In this way, they will value life itself and the entire creation. 

Burkina Faso

India
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Pope Francis has said that there are 3 imperatives to a priests’ mission as he ages, “rise, look, hope!” For the next 

38 years, what is your dream to achieve this mission our Holy Father proposes?   

 

 
Certainly, I will not be there for the next 38 years! Many Rector Generals have had the honour of leaving the 

scene once their mission was finished. The frequent travels, change of time zones, food, climate, and heavy 

schedule will not spare anybody as far as health is concerned. But, this is alright: this is part of the mission!

2. That my founder, 
St. Vincent Pallotti- 

the Mystic + 
Apostle- be known & 

loved by as many 
people as possible 

Nevertheless, I present three dreams for the future:  

1. The our lives and 
apostolate be truly 

rooted in the Gospel as 
radically as possible 

3. That we go beyond 
nationalities, languages, and 
cultures; working together & 
sharing the gifts of nature 
and grace for the common 

good of God’s people 
anywhere in the world, 

especially in favour of the 
spiritually, psychologically & 
materially poor and needy.  

These dreams can be realized when we are person of hope and optimism, based on the sure conviction that God loves 

each of us, and only He is the sole Master of our common destiny. 

Tanzania

Philippines
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Fr. Jacob 

"BE HOLY. 
THAT IS EVERYTHING."

Poland
Our Lady of Grace Academy 

Fairview, New Jersey

India
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"holiness is the perfection of charity."

@WeAreAMission beholy@weareamission.org

Peru

Nigeria

Colombia
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"if the beatitudes are really lived,  
we will be saints."

Germany

Brazil

Kenya
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"humility, humanity, holiness."

@WeAreAMission beholy@weareamission.org

Slovakia

Taiwan

Philippines
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'we are all poor before god"

Brazil

Slovakia

USA

Tanzania
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"break through the clouds,  
& reach the blue skies."
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"BE GENTLE ON YOURSELF."

India

Tanzania

India
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"WHAT WE RECEIVE GRATUITOUSLY, 
WE MUST GIVE GRATUITOUSLY."

Brazil Tanzania

Belize
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"meet Jesus in the people around you. Do 
not wait for tomorrow, but today. 

That is the message."

Congrats fr
om 

Hong Kong!
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"If ever you get upset, just remember: 
see first the kingdom of god."

South Africa

Tanzania
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"Happiness lies in simplicity."

Italy

Bolivia

Brazil

India
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"It is only the fidelity 
to a radical living of 
the Gospel- not only 

words or desires- but in 
reality that can be the 

source of life and 
lasting happiness."

Australia

Brazil

Tanzania
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"everything big starts small, 
hence no hurry."

Our new Pallottine 

Mission in Siberia!
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FR. GENERAL,  
 

CLICK HERE TO VIEW 
YOUR VIDEO MESSAGES 

FROM LITTLE ONES 
AROUND THE WORLD.  

 
GOD BLESS & PROTECT YOU, 

SO YOU MAY CONTINUE 
MAKING US ALL SMILE!  

 
 

@WeAreAMission beholy@weareamission.org

Malawi

https://youtu.be/ui760cJGf3E

